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If you're reading this guide, you're probably someone who loves motivating and

inspiring those around you (hence the title, "hello, motivator.") Did you know that

encouraging others is a gift?! This is a special gift that you possess that can be

used to do so much good in the world. It is not to be taken lightly.  

 

Wouldn't it be great if you can share that gift through such a powerful medium

like television or radio? As a former producer and reporter, I have seen, firsthand,

the difference it can make. 

 

BUT, have you ever found yourself asking questions like: 

How do I reach out to the media? Where do I begin?  

 

That's exactly what we will discuss in the three points in this guide.  

Let's focus on local TV news here. 

H E L L O ,

MOTIVATOR!



L A N D S C A P E :  R E A C H I N G  O U T

including some local news outlets, make it easy to connect with the

organization/news team. In fact, if you log onto any Facebook page belonging to a

local news station, chances are they're asking YOU to sound off on some issue or

current event. When I first started in television, social media management wasn't a

"must." Now, social media is the "first line of defense" when it comes to

communicating timely information with an audience. Fewer people are grabbing

the remote first thing in the morning to see what happened in their world

overnight. More people are reaching across the bed (or under the covers:) to get

their phone and start scrolling.  

 

Connect with the media outlets you like to follow. Find the personalities' pages

online and follow them as well. From experience, many reporters and journalists

will be talking about a story in the works on social media and may need YOU for

an interview. Which brings me to my next point.. . 

MANY NEWS OUTLETS,



Direct message/email/tag a reporter/producer/anchor  

Direct message/email/tag the station

Craft (or hire a writer) and send a press release

Call a reporter/producer/anchor 

Give the station a call

Send a kit, perhaps with free products and information (if you're promoting a

product) 

Connect with reporters/producers/anchors at station-sponsored events (live or

online)

and more! 

 

It is NOT encouraged to stop by the station unannounced or uninvited. While you

can certainly drop off a paper copy of your press release or announcement with the

receptionist, more staff members are likely to read your press release if you send it

to the entire news team. Which, conveniently brings me to my next how-to... 

 

T I P  1 :  H O W  T O  R E A C H  O U T

There are many different ways to reach out to your local news station. You could: 



Before you hit 'send' ask, "Why will the community/news station care about my 

story idea/pitch? How will it benefit them? Make sure you relay that in your 

message.

Get to the point. Producers, reporters, web producers, assignment editors, and 

anchors are generally kinda (okay, super) busy in the day-to-day of the newsroom. 

They may not have time to read a three page essay on why they should cover 

your story. Pull out the highlights and have additional copy & descriptions they 

can read further down if they need to.

TV shows have a matter of seconds in which a person decides whether they're 

going to watch or change the channel. Keep that in mind when you pitch.

T I P   2 :  H O W  T O   C R A F T  Y O U R  M E S S A G E  
 
 
 
 

When I was producing, it was not uncommon for me to open my email server and see 
hundreds of unread emails. Emails I received ranged from press releases and mug shots 
from police stations, to family reunions and outrageous pets, from fundraising events, to 
complaints that the severe weather update interrupted someone's favorite Jeopardy! 
episode again. Not to mention all of the conversations that go on inside the newsroom! I 
say that to say, your local news team sees A LOT of emails each day, and you need yours to 
CATCH THEIR ATTENTION! 



Think like a journalist when you pitch a story. If you were a reporter, how would 
you write or cover this story? Could you even cover this story? (Are there enough 
suitable elements--video/audio/photos--to be captivating and engaging on 
television?) These are the questions news managers are asking.
Don't be afraid to follow up if you haven't heard a response in a couple of days. 
Sometimes emails get lost in the shuffle.  
Is your pitch selling something or does it come off like an advertisement? Many 
stations (not all) prefer to air stories that are of interest to the public, not 
commercials during their news broadcast. That's what paid spots are for. If you 
are selling a product or service, there are ways to highlight a human interest 
angle or a community benefit angle. 
Spell check:)   (**quickly checks guide to make sure I haven't spelled anything 
wrong!) 
Timely stories are a plus!
Be nice! 'nuff said.
Be available! You never know when a station may reach back out to you saying 
they'd like to have you on their show or would like to interview you. If you're not 
available and they're under deadline, they may find someone else who is.

 
If you've done all this, but your interview or pitch doesn't seem to be panning out,...
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T I P  3 :  D O N ' T  G I V E  U P
 

Just because a station hasn't replied to your story idea doesn't mean that it's icky 

or isn't worthy of coverage. There are many reasons why it may be taking a while 

to hear back. Maybe the newsroom is short staffed and other timely events. 

Perhaps they like the story idea, but it isn't just what they need for their show 

right now. Maybe the assignment editor is on vacation in the Bahamas. Goodness 

gracious, I don't know! For some folks, depending on their story pitch, it is ideal to 

reach out to multiple stations or news outlets. Others may prefer to reach out to 

only one station for various reasons. AND, if you're not getting the coverage you 

want from someone else, CREATE THE BUZZ YOURSELF! That's one reason why 

social media is a fabulous tool. You can choose your own hashtags, share your 

event and photos online, and create videos that really tell the story how you'd 

like. And who knows, maybe somebody(ies) will take notice!  

 

Want to learn how to write a press release? Want to gain more confidence as a 

speaker? Email me at hello@thesaylifecoach or call me at 757.541.2304 to see 

when our next Confident Speaker coaching session will be held! Today, we 

scratched the surface, but in our session, we will go more in-depth about real-life 

tailored to you action steps to promote yourself to the news media. Thank you so 

much for reading! See you there! Here's to your success! 
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